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Don't ask me why girl;
I should be fine even though everything went wrong
Don't look in my eyes, a little to drink
And I should be fine until the ending of this song

So we can fake it the way we want it
Cast dismissed for another accident
So we can fake it
The way we look like a bunch of happy kids on a cheap
teen movie

It's been too long since I've known what's been going
on
Yet I keep feeding you these lies
Do I love her? Do I love this?
Will end up hurting them, confusion never dies

Drop down the top, no escape from this drop
Remembering the people that I've lied to
I forgot, but this is my reminder
Of how good it felt when we spent time (together)
I lied when I said I only loved just one
Pick up the gun and just shoot someone
But now it's too late you both inspired my death
Splattered my skull across the pavement

Don't ask me why girl;
I should be fine even though everything went wrong
Don't look at my eyes have a little to drink
And I should be fine until the ending of this song

I hit the ground; it's too late to say I'm sorry
It makes sense now; to know I wasn't ready

So we can fake it the way we want it
Cast dismissed for another accident
So we can fake it the way that we look like
A bunch of happy kids of a cheap teen movie

So we can fake it the way we want it
Cast dismissed for another accident
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So we can fake it
The way we look like a bunch of happy kids on a cheap
teen movie
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